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Here For You
In the summer of 2020 VSys retained a team of well-recognized professionals to provide additional support to our customers. 
They’re developing a series of presentations, panel discussions and other tools but can also work with you directly, usually at 
no charge. It’s just our way of helping out… and saying “Thank-You.” 

Joan R. Cardellino, CAVS is a subject matter expert with extensive experience engaging volunteers
and community forces for good Having served “in the arena” to the “C-suite”, she offers a broad
range of management, organization, and program development skills, expertise, and experience.

Jerome Tennille, CVA is a social impact and volunteer engagement strategist with years of
experience designing, planning, and executing social impact campaigns and volunteer programs with
organizations focused on veterans, poverty, food insecurity, ecosystem restoration, and workforce
development. Jerome writes on social impact and volunteer issues and his work has been featured
on Impakter, Business 2 Community Magazine, VolunteerMatch and Nonprofit Information.com

Dana Litwin, CVA is a strategic advisor, public speaker, and thought leader in volunteerism and civic
service. Since 2002 she has guided organizations in California's Silicon Valley and world-wide to
produce breakthrough talent and community engagement programs. She is the Past President of the
Association of Leaders in Volunteer Engagement, and a founder of the multi-sector National Alliance
for Volunteer Engagement, and the creator of the premiere web series “Priceless Advice for Leaders
of Volunteers”.

Today’s 
Emcee!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DanaTodd, do we want to squeeze you into this slide?



We Understand...

• The current recruiting 
environment is challenging

• Our society is rapidly 
changing

• Where do we go next? 
VSysVoices are here for you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DanaPeople’s priorities and sense of safety shifted in 2020 and are still in flux now in 2021; some volunteers will never return, and other new potential volunteers are eager to step up and help in their communities. The same old models and systems simply don’t work anymore, but the good news is what we’ve learned in 2020 about working remotely and using technology has also improved recruitment, engagement, access, equity, and helped to remove some previous barriers to volunteering. People will give their time and talent to causes and places (virtually or in person) only where they feel welcomed, safe, valued, and resonate with the mission of the agency.



What Do We Do? 

1. Keep the old if it 
works, but…

2. Adopt new ways of 
thinking

3. Adopt new practices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dana:Recruitment and retention of volunteers is a constant, ongoing process and cannot be only metrics-driven but should be data-informed; volunteer/community engagement is a holistic practice. The appropriate number of volunteers in any role or area of the organization is relative as the needs of the organization change and evolve.  For example, most volunteer recruitment was paused during the pandemic shutdown, and current volunteers are slowly and safely returning to on-grounds duties while some remote volunteer tasks and training continued during the shutdown. Recruitment and retention will grow appropriately as barriers to participation are removed and new volunteer engagement systems and procedural updates are implemented. 



Paradigm Shift

• Increase in “informal” and 
peer-to-peer volunteering

• Family helping family, 
friends helping friends, 
neighbor helping neighbor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jerome:When you look at recent studies and reports you’ll notice that close to 70% of the world’s volunteerism is “informal”. And what I mean by informal is that it’s peer-to-peer. This is neighbor helping neighbor, family helping family and close friends, it’s community members connecting at the grassroots level to make the direct change we want to see. It’s citizens circumventing formalized institutions, your formalized non-profits and other tax exempt organizations. And I think many of us have seen and felt that, but I’ll share that this trend is becoming far more pronounced, and there are many reasons for this.And I’ll also share that in the past 5 years we’ve seen a spike in informal volunteerism. In many cases this started with the results of the 2016 election. And the outcome has increased forms of informal volunteerism like peaceful marching, protesting, advocacy at the grassroots level because individual citizens were expressing their values through where they gave their time. People are still doing this, and I’d say that over the past year (especially since 2020) communities are recognizing that the systems that got us here socially and economically will not create the change in many ways that we want to see. This includes large institutions in the governmental sector, for-profit industry and non-profit sector. There are studies and reports that indicate a growing mistrust that’s fueling some of this. The question many are asking is “why give my time and treasure to organizations that I believe are a part of the problem?”... and people aren’t wrong in asking that.



Paradigm Shift

• Valuing service is 
changing

• Putting humanity at 
forefront of service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jerome: So, why do I share all of this? Because to adapt, and to Dana’s point there are some evergreen practices that you may keep, but it’ll also require the adoption of new tactics (which Todd will cover shortly). But, it will also take a different approach in how we think about volunteering, how we recognize and even value volunteering as an act of kindness.And we’re starting to see this shift in thinking. And I suspect that COVID-19 was a catalyst in many ways because “drastic times call for drastic measures”.One change in the field of volunteering and social impact was the recognition of virtual volunteering. And that’s not a new idea. Virtual volunteering is as old as I am but the openness to virtual volunteering has never been so pronounced.We also saw informal volunteering through peaceful protesting and marching, and other forms of advocacy that circumvented formal institutions. And what was really cool to see if that even within Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), some companies acknowledged this in a formal way, providing new mechanisms like Paid “Social Justice” Time Off for employees who wanted to march on the streets. Some companies provided the formal mechanism to allow that.We even saw the increase of neighbor helping neighbor, taking to sewing masks and distributing them through informal mechanisms when PPE was at an all-time low in 2020.I share all of that to say, it’s going to take an openness to practices, ideas, frameworks and values that we maybe have not recognized before.



Paradigm Shift

Prefrontal Cortex:

- This area dictates our personality, 
our goals, and our values

- Allows planning complex cognitive 
behavior, personality expression, 
decision making, and moderating 
social behaviour

1. Must rethink volunteering

2. Challenge our current 
understanding and 
definitions of “volunteering”

3. Systems that got us here 
won’t make the change we 
want

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is precisely why I have a photo of the brain’s Prefrontal Cortex, which is the part of the brain most notably understood for allowing a person’s executive function. Executive function relates to our abilities to differentiate and navigate things like having conflicting thoughts, or determining good and bad, or how we think about better and best, same and different, future consequences of current activities, it allows our ability to work towards defined goals, making prediction of outcomes, managing our expectations based on actions, and things like social “control”. And when I talk about social control, social control is our ability to suppress urges that, if not suppressed, could lead to socially unacceptable outcomes.So, in many ways we’ll have to rethink our values and understanding of volunteering.I used to have a boss who was whimsical and creative, and before he’d present an idea he’d say “Jerome, I want you to close your eyes and open your mind”. And I’m asking each of you to do that, because I’ll be very shortly followed by Todd who will share some concepts that are coming in the next couple of years, but in order to grasp and plan accordingly (to adopt these concepts) the planning must start now. And of course, towards the end of today’s presentation we’ll share some tips, tricks and practices that will help make that transition.I’m excited for what Todd will share. And with that, over to you Todd.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Science fiction is becoming reality all around us* but our earthbound technological wonders are just as impressive. *We all celebrated when Perseverance landed on two months ago and *Quantum computers like the one shown here are already starting to predict outbreaks like Covid in any given population and better guide our responses. Given enough genome data they could even predict outbreaks years in advance and they’ll likely revolutionize the pharmaceutical industry within 10 years. The same kinds of advances are available to volunteerism and we’re here to share how that may look. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously complex problems like homelessness, poverty and neglect will be addressed by the combined capacity of  humanity itself. Every person and problem surrounded by a web of caring people working together. The entire concept of addressing problems with broad brush strokes and under-funded one-size-fits-all programs will give way to individualized compassion backed by collective decision making guided by professionals like yourselves tied together through technology. SnapChat, for example, allows for people to discover nearby social activities through interactive maps on their phones. They can then engage directly and immediately. Imagine how this might work with volunteerism and how this will change the dynamics of our jobs. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the future alerts for new ways to give time and money will be customized and *(1)transmitted to individuals across technologies they’re already using. Micro-grants, cross-engagements, goal setting,  and even outcome measurement will be handled by the crowd. *(2)Socialization, gamification and recognition will also be automated so that both individual and collective successes are quantified and celebrated. *animated appear*



Janice’s New Care Circle

boyfriend

best friend

mom

neighbor Uber driver

co-workerstranger

Jayla
(volunteer)

Janice
(homebound)

Needs

• Friends
• Shopping
• Dr. Appointments
• Dog Walking 

Has

• 20 minutes / day
• Car
• Friends
• Dog

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meet *Jayla the volunteer and Janice the homebound widow.Janice’s daughter has listed her mom’s needs through the new system directly or perhaps through her favorite social media site. It publishes Janice’s needs to pre-qualified volunteers who live or work nearby, have completed personal background checks and complied with other local requirements through the same network. Jayla decides she wants to help but can’t meet all of Janice’s needs alone and therefore *recruits others from inside her personal networks to help. These become Janice’s informal caregiver network. They work together to meet her day-to-day needs. If Jayla usually walks the dog but can’t do so one day she alerts the circle and her mom, friend, stranger or a bored Uber driver who happens to be parked near Janice’s home steps in to help spontaneously and seamlessly. All of them have been pre-vetted and approved through networks that make their background verifications and any professional credentials commutable and verifiable by anyone, including Janice’s family. This way, Janice gets better care and Jayla gets the satisfaction of having convened lots of people to help someone, leading to an overall increase in both giving and care. Building informal care networks that reinforce families also reduces potential problems before they become acute and expensive. In the future we envision volunteers will save health networks billions of dollars while also increasing care. It’s already happening.   



Jeff
(Co-worker of 
Jayla)

Janice
(homebound)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s extend this example: One day Jayla’s co-worker Jeff notices that Janice is exhibiting unusual exhaustion and shaking hands.We’re sure that if Janice’s symptoms were acute that Jeff would bypass the team and called 9-1-1 but in this case he *reaches out to Janice’s family through the network. The decision is made to immediately send Janice to a *nearby medical facility. Jeff presses a button that summons an ambulance and alerts the hospital because they are listed as providers in the same network. As someone that Janice now considers as a caregiver he could even join her on the ride and at the facility if he has time before her daughter arrives. 



Vicki
(Volunteer 
Coordinator)

Janice
(homebound)

Volunteer Management 
Software (VMS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meet Vicki, the Volunteer Coordinator at the hospital. When Jeff or Janice’s daughter pressed the ‘big red button’ that referred Janice to the hospital she works for Vicki is immediately admitted to *Janice’s volunteer care circle. After Janice’s condition has been addressed Vicki will have the option of inviting Janice’s care circle members to have a more formal role inside the hospital’s volunteer corps so that aftercare can be coordinated by medical staff. If Vicki’s *Volunteer Management System is also integrated with the network she can receive the volunteer’s existing credentials, facilitate trainings and paperwork virtually and onboard the whole circle as provisional aftercare volunteers within minutes, especially since the family has already authorized them. We all need to remember that it is Janice and her family who are ultimately the ones that determine who has access to her and what care she receives whether it’s inside or outside a facility. In fact, this has all been happening through friends-’n-family networks for countless years. Technology will just expand existing families using volunteers who will reinforce their care. It’s natural, simple and powerful.



Socialized Outcome Measurement Creates
“Mega” Data Needed for Predictive Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to creating networked healthcare or using quantum models to predict future needs before they arise it’s all about capturing data. We need to move way beyond HCAHPS by using the same *systems discussed here today to *capture preventive health, current concerns, interventions and follow-up care as each of these occur. *Volunteer family care networks often have more of this crucial data than medical professionals and facilities do because it comes from day-to-day observations and responses more than the acute ones. Volunteers and families are the actual fabric in the care tapestry and we will use the same social apps to capture quick observations, opinions and even vitals directly from the people who are near your patients the most. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
*If you imagine what medical professionals, trend analysts and social scientists could do with exponentially more data and you understand why we started this segment today with pictures of the *(1)Perseverance Rover and a *(2)Quantum Computer.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incidentally, did you know that quantum computers are already interacting with alternate universes and engaging in time travel over a trillion times every second? If we’re doing that, we can solve the human condition. The ability of volunteer family care networks to capture data on health care as well and Joan’s social determinants is the next giant step for mankind. 



1. Use existing social media 
tools: Instagram, Twitter, 
SnapChat, Facebook, and 
LinkedIn.

2. Subscribe to relevant social 
media (Twitter etc.) feeds.

3. Hashtags and LIKEs are free 
and easy! 

How To Start Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dana. Encourage volunteers to ‘like’ your social media pages, posts, and offer official agency #Hashtags for them to post with photos before, during, and after volunteering.



1.Recruitment: Friends & Family.

2.Recognition is:

• Every moment of everyday!
• Valuing volunteers’ 

expertise and offering 
leadership positions

• Fun with Gamification

How To Start Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dana. What else can folks do today? Recruitment; the #1 way people hear about volunteer opportunities is through friends and family having a great, fulfilling experience. Incentivize existing volunteers to invite their friends to join them!Recognition; is in every moment - remembering names, smiles (even under masks!), thanking people more than once a year. Surveys show the #1 way volunteers want to be celebrated and recognized is by having their expertise and knowledge valued and shared via leadership and learning opportunities with each other. Gamification; friendly and casual competition between groups or teams of volunteers



How To Start Today

Tools & Resources

● VolunteerMatch
● NTEN 
● TechSoup 
● TechForGood 
● Code for America
● VSysVoices!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dana. Where are you on the low tech to high tech scale of recruiting? 1 being mostly using word of mouth and flyers or brochures, and 10 being fully AI integrated with apps and social networks like Todd described? Most orgs using VSysOne are probably on the higher end of that scale, but there is always progress to be made to work smarter, not harder, with better recruitment and retention results.



We’re Here to Help!

Visit the VSys Voices Webpage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dana. The resources on the Voices page [navigate to this] are there for you. We recommend the Blueprints as good primers for everything we’re discussing today but we’ll also have this presentation and some additional materials available for you within a week so please check back soon! If you’d like us to email these to you directly just put your address in chat. Finally, we’re happy to talk with you directly anytime. Just email Todd at tmcmullin@vsysone.com or Lisa at llavigna@vsysone.com. 

https://www.vsysone.com/pages/voices
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